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Kate, The Retired Policewoman 

It was a cold, dark night, there was no moon, the clouds were covering it. Kate was a tall girl, with 

small feet. She was as beautiful as a butterfly. She had long, brown hair, brown eyebrows, a 

medium forehead, the perfect green eyes, long lashes, small nose, medium lips, small lars and a 

normal neck. She was very intelligent, clever, maybe reserved and very careful, funny and patient. 

That night she was on duty, when… “ Oh no” She saw Pepe Stealing. Fortunately, Kate coved 

arrest him and the fudge decided that Pepe Had to spend 4 years on prison. 

4 years later, Pepe got out of prison. Kate had adopted a dog and had left the police force. Pepe 

had sworn revenge, so he decided to Kidnap Cat (Kate´s dog). He waited for the moment when 

Kate was walking her dog in the street and he kidnapped it. Kate was very upset and she began 

searching for Pepe. She found him in an abandoned building. Pepe was waiting for Kate on a 

walkway in the building. They started fighting, but some of the ropes of the walkway broke so 

Pepe fell on the lava that was down the walkway and died. Later, she heard “woof, woof”. Kate 

found Cat, which was hidden behind a pile of boxes. She was sure it was Cat. In the end, Cat ran 

quickly towards her, jumped up and licked her cheek. 

 

Adriana Nieto Merino 1A 



The oldest one 

It was a silent afternoon in Rolandra´s house in Valladolid .The house was quiet, only the sound of 

the cars disturbed its place . Suddenly  , icy wind entered the room .the room was covered with 

dust ,each footstep creaked and the fear was running in her veins. 

Rolandra was sitting in her sofa when someone knocked on the door .Rolandra didn´t know who it 

was so she didn´t open it .Suddenly ,the door fell and two men ,Paquito and Riki ,entered like two 

bullets .Rolandra was petrified .In a few seconds , Paquito and Riki kidnapped Rolandra .They 

where jealous because Rolandra was the oldest person in the world .She was 118 years old ,but 

Paquito was 115 years old and Riki 115 years old .They wanted to kill her so they could be the 

oldest .After one day of having her in their home ,they decided to throw her to River Pisuerga ,and 

they did it ,but it was not so easy ,she resisted but she couldn't  escape. They ignored her .”If you 

don´t shut up we are going to kill you right now” said Riki” No, please no!” cried Rolandra 

.Rolandra´s daughter began to worry about her mother ,since she hadn´t seen her for a long time , 

so she called the police .”You hae to wait 24 hours to consider a kidnapping” said the police officer 

.”My mother calls me every day , and she doesn´t calls me, and she is not at home either” said 

Rolandra´s daughter nervously.                                                       

Two hours later, Rolandra, Paquito and Riki were near River Pisuerga. That day the river was 

furiously flowing. A few minutes later, Paquito and Riki launched Rolandra into the river and she 

started swallowing the unsalted water from the river .Then they ran away. “Help ,help!” cried 

Rolandra when she was  splashing  like a dolphin .While all this happened her dautgher and other 

people were looking for her. 

Rolandra´s dautgher didn´t give up and kept looking for her and after many hours and hours of 

looking for her ,finally she found Rolandra alive .The police caught Paquito and Riki , who 

apologized for not believing Rolandra´s daughter and Rolandra and her daughter lived happily 

ever after. 

 

Alba Fernandez Gonzalo 1A 

 



A Complicated Return 

Jaime was my neighbour. To start with, he was 16 years old, so he was a teenager. He had a 

blond hair with a red extended fringe. His forehead was huge with very large eyebrows below it. 

He had a brown moustache similar to Hitler’s. He had lived without a father since he was one year 

old. At school he suffered bullying and the next day the Christmas holidays ended.  

It was a dark frosty day. That day, there was a snowstorm and there were nobody walking in the 

street. When he woke up, he was tired and apathetic. “I don't want to go to the school. My 

classmates will hurt me” he commented to his mother while he was sobbing. “I’m sorry but the 

school is compulsory” she argued nonchalantly. He arrived at school. His school wasn´t very tiny. 

It had four floors and 32 classrooms. Each classroom was dark and dirty as a dungeon. Then, 

before going into his classroom, in the corridors, he greeted Pulgarzon gratefully. Pulgarzon was 

an evil person although he was wise. He was chubby and tiny. He didn´t replied and he looked at 

Jaime contemptuously. 

 Five minutes later, Jaime entered the classroom. The smell of the classroom was nasty and 

musty. While he was feeling peaceful, calm and lively, Pulgarzon looked concentrated and evil. 

Suddenly, he was behind Jaime´s head. Jaime´s head was badly hurt. A big quantity of blood was 

expelled by his head. His life was in danger. Many classmates had seen that, so they became 

perplexed due to the intensity, force and brutality of the act. At that moment there were no 

teachers. As soon as Jaime could run away, he rushed and called the police. Pulgarzon was 

chasing him once again. Jaime heard the clear noisy and recognizable siren. 

When the police arrived , they asked Jaime´s classmates what had happened. The classmates 

told them all the story and the police arrested Pulgarzon. Normality returned to school. Pulgarzon 

was 33 years in prison. Three weeks later Jaime was recovered. 

 

Alberto Castro Murias 1A 

                



The Gold Mask 

 I was at home in France at 9o’clock , I’m Daphne a  pretty  young  lady with  wavy  ginger  hair . I 

have a round, pale face and red lips. I was closing my  wardrobe when suddenly my enemy 

appeared behind the door . Anastasia Emerald. The Green lady. She was cruel and unkind. She 

ware a green dress  with white stripes like a zebra. She said “I’m going to be the winner in the ball"  

I  went to the ball where  you  could  win  the  legendary  gold  mask of the Queen of the Ball 

which was like a crown or tiara. Suddenly, a black flash appeared and the lights went off. Moments 

later, the light came back and the mask had disappeared. This mystery was in my hands. I asked 

all the ladies, Green, Pink, Blue and Black ladies but nothing. Then I had an idea. My idea was to 

put a false mask in the ball and catch the thief. That idea worked. I found that the thief was lady 

because suddenly the Pink lady took off the trap and the lady disappeared behind a curtain. I 

asked the Pink lady 1.000 million of question but she said nothing in the trap was a emerald like in 

Anastasia’s dress “ She was the thief ” I thought. 

We captured Anastasia and “ The winner of the ball is …..Daphne!! ” I Heard the hast saying ¡ Oh 

My God ! “ That’s me ” I said to myself. “ I’m very happy, thank you ”. Now I keep the mask in a 

glass urn where nobody can steal it. 

 

Alvaro Valverde Arias 1A 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



My Story 

Two years ago, in space there was an astronaut called Ramón.  He was a boy in his mid 30´s, he 

was slim and huge because  he was 1.95 m tall. 

 He was also handsome, attractive, fit and very strong. His hair was blond and wavy like a surfer in 

a movie. 

He had a thin face and lips, a straight nose and tanned skin. He had blue almond eyes and 

freckles. He had also two hamsters called Jimmy and Jammy. 

One day he was in his enormous galactic spaceship with his two hamsters Jimmy and Jammy, 

when suddenly, he spotted another spaceship that was sprinting in the right way to hit them. In 

that spaceship, where Pachún, Pachín and Pachán who were little and fat  Martians. Their 

spaceship crashed against Ramon´s spaceship. 

It was such a hard and abrasive knock that it broke one engine. Once it was repaired, all of them 

became friends. 

 On that same night, when they were all sleeping, a black hole swallowed them. This 

inconvenience became a great opportunity for studying the inside of that strange phenomenon. 

When all of them woke up and saw they were in a gigantic place, they were amazed and anxious 

because they didn´t know that place. They decided to calm themselves down and think clearly. 

After thinking, they had an idea. 

That idea was that they could analyse the place and then try to get out. So they took their things 

and started analysing but, “Do you have an idea of what to analyse here?” asked Ramón. 

 Pachín, Pachún and Pachán said at the same time “Yes, the pressure, the temperature, the 

different types of gases, the magnetic waves and the sounds it emits.” 

“Thank you!” said Ramón. 

Finally, they could escape from the black hole and they went to their planets. 

 

Carmela García Fernández 1A 

 



The History of  Neverland 

 

Mary was one of the best queens that I know. She was a thin girl. Her oval, tanned face had 

dimples and freckles. Her hair was long, red and wavy. She wore dresses with a lot of colours, it 

was like seeing the rainbow. She had a small voice. She had a very small tattoo in her right arm. 

All the people of Neverland , including me , thought that she was one of the kindest people in 

Neverland. 

 

Mary had a little brother call Lucas. Lucas was not the same as Mary , he much worse, he 

behaved very badly so he was not chosen as the king of Neverland, but he did not like that. He 

wanted to have the power over the land of Neverland. Mary knew that Lucas would do everything 

he could, to be the king of Neverland. One day, Lucas came up with a plan, his plan was to kill 

Mary, all he had to think about was when he could kill her……. 

 

One day, while Mary was sleeping, Lucas went to Mary's room and without any fear, killed her. The 

next day, Mary was found dead in her bed. Everyone suspected of Lucas, but he had not evidence 

to blame him. Lucas heard how all the people talked about him but he did not feel bad about what 

he had done 

 

Finally, Lucas got what he wanted for  a long time : be the king of Neverland.

                     

Cecilia Pérez Martínez 1A 



The Adventure of Rosalinda 

It was a sunny day. Rosalinda and her family were on the beach. Rosalinda was bored because 

nobody wanted to play with her. She decided to go and make some Friends , but there wasn´t 

anyone so she feet bad and she sat on a enormous rock. Suddenly  a girl appeared from the sea. 

She was a mermaid, it was like a beautiful flower. 

“Hello, my name is María del Mar ”said María . “Hello, my name is Rosalinda” said Rosalinda. “Do 

you want to play with me and my best  friend Recadero?” asked María “Yes” said  Roasalinda.  

María gave Rosalinda a potion, so she would be a mermaid like María and play whit her and her 

best friend. They swam into the ocean . Rosalinda met Recadero 2º.”Hello , my name is Recadero 

2º “, said Recadero .”Hello , my name is Rosalinda “ said . María , Rosalinda and Recadero 

started to play , but Recadero was envious of Rosalinda because she had started to be very close 

with María and he feet lonely . Then he decided to behave badly with Rosalinda so she went home 

soon .While they were playing , Recadero started to be a horrible person with Rosalinda, he 

pushed her, he threw her to the ground, started to cry . She wanted to go home because 

Recadero had been mead to her and she didn´t want to stay there. 

In the end, Recadero apologized to Rosalinda , because he had behaved badly with her. María, 

Rosalinda and Recadero started to play and have a lot of fun . But Rosalinda had to go with her 

parents back to the hotel so the three swam to the surface and they parted . “Goodbye” said 

Rosalinda waving her hand.”Goodbye” said María and Recadero. 

 

Claudia Nieto Merino 1A 

 

 



Super Bacon 

Hi! I’m Nicole and I’m going to tell you about the man that changed my life. He was of average 

height, he was as fat as an elephant and he had a round head and blue eyes. He had a 

moustache but he didn`t have much. He was red-haired and his skin was pale. He was 

handsome,(he was) not very athletic but he had superpowers. He lived in London. 

It was a day like any other, I was walking home from school when suddenly a squirrel took my bag 

of sweets. I tried to pull it but I could not, so I started to cry and ask for help…After five minutes, a 

fat man with what seemed to be a superhero costume said; 

“Hi, my name is Super Bacon. Do you need help? 

My mind went blank and I could only say; 

“Yes”. 

He analyzed what was happening and went back to the supermarket. After two minutes, he came 

back with a bag full of nuts. While he was trying to take the bag of sweets off the squirrel, cheating 

on it with the bag of nuts, I kept looking at him. Suddenly ,I stopped crying and I started to laugh 

because the squirrel was teasing him. In the end, Super Bacon gave up, looked at me and said; 

“Do you want to share it with me?, they are healthier and tastier tan sweets”. 

I looked at him and said; 

“Ok”. 

Since then I’ve eaten healthier. 

Claudia Placer Fernández 1A 

 



The Big Battle 

500 years ago there were two kingdoms in the middle lands that disputed the fertile lands that 

were close to their fiefs. 

They talked at length about the matter, both among themselves and with counselors who sent the 

matter. finally it was decided to have a conclave in a neutral place to reach an agreement. 

Charles. “those lands have belonged to my family since early times” 

Sergio: “Those lands have belonged to my family since early times”. 

Charles: “I do not allow you to defame my family, which comes from an ancient, reputable and 

noble lineage.”  

Sergio:” The truth offends and is not easily accepted”. 

Charles: “You do not leave me another alternative to clear my family's name and declare war on 

you. You will pay dearly for your lies”. 

Sergio: “So be it and that justice be imparted”. 

Both retired to their fortresses and began to prepare their armies for the confrontation that would 

take place in next date. 

Charles's army was very numerous and was formed by physically powerful men: strong forts, but 

at the same time rude and with little dexterity and intelligence and the one of Sergio was of smaller 

dimensions and formed by professional soldiers, more agile and fast and skilled in the handling of 

arms and strategies of war. 

Charles was confident in his strength. He thought that he would be so easy and simple when three 

years ago he managed to defeat and dominate the unarmed peasants of the cold and rough lands 

of the north. 

The time went by between preparations and finally the day fixed for the contest arrived. the place 

chosen was a green plain that smelled of fresh grass. you could hear and trill the birds flitting 

through the area. Next to this place was a narrow gorge between two low rocks. 

The day had dawned clear and clear, with a blue sky that presaged a great day, happy and witty. 

The battle began and each adversary fought with honor with his weapons as best he could and 

knew. He started dominating and Charles's army, taking advantage of his physical superiority and 

that his forces were intact. 

This setback was already considered by the army of Sergio, since his strategy was to take them to 

the next gorge, in which with their skilled archers positioned on both flanks could easily end with 

the opposing army. the events took place and after 3 hours, everything happened as Sergio's 

generals had planned. 

Sergio´s army managed to win. the look of place was scary. It looked like a cemetery of soldiers, 

animals ... with weapons scattered everywhere. It was full of blood and wounded. the army of 

Charles was severely punished in the battle and suffered a painful defeat, while the Sergius, 

despite the casualties suffered, was exultant to recover the territories of their ancestors and 

wounded pride. 



To celebrate the victory, decreed 3 holidays and as colophon to the acts. He condescended his 

generals for knowing how to conscientiously prepare the contest by taking advantage of his 

abilities: patience, speed and intelligence. 

So conclude this story and draw your own consequences. 

 

 

 

Daniel Gutierrez Alonso 1A 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Bonbon War 

In 3.000bc there was a very powerful kingdom in North-Asia called Ferrero Rocher ruled by the 

great Daniel Ferrero, who had a 13 year old son named Álvaro. Álvaro was very handsome, nice 

and a ver little preppy he was very loved in the kingdom. After 2 years Daniel died of an illness, 

and then Álvaro become to be the legitimate Ferrero's king, with only 15 years of age. When the 

other towns in the north heard about it they thought that Álvaro wasn´t prepared and they could 

conquer Ferrero´s territory.  

 

Then the war was declared. After 2 days (of that), the enemies (Lindor and Nestle) had already 

destroyed dozens of Ferrero’s villages. One day at the most protected base on the world (where 

Alvaro was) a person starts to play the war horn. Then Álvaro leaned out of one of the windows 

and he saw Javier Lindor with all his army, they were approaching quickly, so Alvaro was forced to 

escape towards the opposite side of the attack. Álvaro was thinking that this was the end but one 

idea pass quickly in his mind; he remembers one thing that his father said to him before die-“if you 

have a problem you could go to the southern kingdom (Kinder)” and this he do it.  

 

Three days later, when he arrived, he was he was welcomed by Queen Laura Kinder, which 

prepared a banquet in honor of his visitor. After that Alvaro explained his problem to her to what 

she answered “I provide you Help if you marry me. The boy was shocked by her answer, but in 

order to reconquer his town he accepted.  

 

Three days later, a perfect wedding was celebrated. Then the Ferrero-Kinder revolution was 

begun. When most of the villages where reconquered, one day at night Laura Kinder were 

kidnapped, the next morning, all the people asked about her but no one founds her. Instead of her 

it`s found a knife. The soldiers give up the knife to Alvaro and he said firmly, “This knife is of one of 

the Nestle soldier`s, they kidnapped my wife and thy are go to pay. “ Álvaro knew a lot about 

Nestle and he also knew that is going to be a difficult battle. The Kinder soldiers can track down 

the Nestle soldiers and they could found the princes, but save her there isn`t was easy Nestle was 

prepared to fought and this do, each one do the best that they could but finally Nestle was 

defeated and Laura was save. A month later they had reconquered all the territory, they had 

beaten Javier Lindor so there was no more north and south Asia until today. 

 

 
Daniel Pérez Ferrero 1A 

 



The Island Of The Dead 

One time every ten years, there is a competition in an island to know who is going to be the knight 

of the Ice Kings. This competition consists in killing every person you see to win 100,000 V-vucks, 

a type of money used in Isdead, and the winner could become the knight of the kings. 

This story is about John wick, he was very poor, a slave, he had a dark voice and he was a hard 

worker and a good person, but the other people didn´t say the same because his face had a scar. 

His hair was black and his eyes brown. His nose was small and he had a moustache. He also 

used to wear a suit. 

John Wick was in a very, very cold place, the wind and the snow hit the trees, so he couldn´t see 

anything.  

One by one, the people of the island were killed, until were only three people left alive on the 

island: John Wick, the prisoner and Marie. The prisoner had killed 50 people! Marie 24 people, but 

John only  had killed 3 people. 

John was chasing the prisoner, but the prisoner saw Marie and wanted to killed her. But… John 

Wick was behind Marie´s back and killed her. The prisoner was very angry and tried to kill John... 

The prisoner shouted to John…”You only are a small rice bean!” (shouted angrily). 

John was furious too, so he took out his gun and shot him in the head and he killed him. 

“He is the winner!” he and his family became the royal family and the wealthiest people in the 

island. 

 

David Arnaiz Castrillo 1A 

 

 



Paco, The Bored Monster  

One day a monster called Paco, who was 17 years old, was bored like a pig on his cage because 

in his planet: Eusta-Kalondyn-Osman, he didn't have anything to do. He started to think and after 

five long minutes, he said “Ohhh, is that a ball? Ohh yes! It is a ball!” (the people of the earth could 

listen this). 

Then, the monster took the ball, which was the planet earth. Paco threw the earth, he kicked, he 

bounced, he smashed, he hit it against  a wall and he did a lot if different things with that ball. 

When the people who live in the earth began to feel all this sudden movements, they became very 

angry and they started to fight but they didn´t know the reason. When the monster stopped playing 

with the ball (the earth) everything stopped and the people knew that Paco was the monster who 

had been moving the earth. The people took guns and they were ready for the war. They shot 

bullets at Paco. The bullets had calming effects so Paco couldn´t move and get asleep. 

After two hours, Paco started to wake up and he apologized to the people on the earth. When the 

people on the earth heard Paco's words, they thought that he was telling the truth and forgave 

him. They were very happy and they decided to have a great banquet. 

After the banquet, Paco went back to his planet. In his planet everybody wanted to punish him and 

Paco was very scared. Suddenly, a war space-craft appeared and it saved Paco. He went into the 

war space-craft and left his planet and the people of the two planets were happy now. Paco is free 

now but he lives on another planet and he can do all the things that he wants. Now, he has a 

banquet every day. 

 

Eduardo Martín Sánchez 1A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Greg in the Olympic Games 

Greg was a very important man. He was very responsible and organized. Greg had a lot of friends, 

because he was very loyal. He had an oval face, blond hair and also blue eyes. Greg had a 

straight nose. His clothes were usually yellow. Everybody including me thought that he was very 

positive. On a beautiful bright and sunny day, with a warm temperature. (Around 19cº) Greg 

received a letter that said: “Greg you are the person chosen to represent Spain running in the 

Olympic Games.” He was very excited and felt like an animal that had been adopted. Greg called 

the company to accept the deal. The company told Gregthat he had to go immediately to China, 

where he was going to start practicing. Greg explained to his family why he had to fly to china the 

next morning. His family was very proud of him, but they were very desolated because they 

wouldn´t be able to see him for 4 months.  

Like Greg said, the next morning he left Spain and flew to China on his private plane that the 

company provided him with. During the flight, he felt asleep. He dreamt that he was going to be 

humiliated by all the participants’ countries.  When he woke up, he was already in China. As soon 

as he entered the stadium and saw all the competitors, he felt he didn´t want to run anymore. This 

was because all the competitors were tall and he was very short. 

The next day, while he was practicing, all the people were staring at him. They realized that they 

couldn´t do much against him. Jack, one of the racers got furious and started to run. When he 

caught up with Greg, he tripped him and acted like he hadn’t meant to. Suddenly, Greg felt prickly 

and fainted. The Olympic Games Organizers took the decision of expelling Jack´s country. 

The next morning, Greg woke up.  The doctor said to him that he had a broken leg and that he 

wasn´t going to be able to run in the Olympic Games. Greg was upset but he didn´t lose hope. The 

day of the race came but Greg was still injured. He took the decision of running anyway. When the 

race finished, he didn´t feel sad. Instead, he felt very proud, because he came in third in the race 

whit a broken leg.  

When he returned to the airport in Spain he tottered to his house and he told his family everything 

about his experience, Greg never wanted to go to the Olympic Games again, but he loved 

watching them on TV. 

 

Gabriel Blas Padilla 1A 

 



Rebeca’s Past 

 

Rebeca was a girl with black hair, red eyes and a small nose. She was very curious and she lived 

in Valladolid with her mother Mila and her sister Nerea. Mila had two children, brown hair, blue 

eyes and a small eyes. 

When Rebeca and Nerea were 4 years old, Rebeca found a mysterious and wooden box. Her 

mother said, “I lose the key of this box, go somewhere else”. When Rebeca and Nerea were 12 

years old, Rebeca found the box again and opened it with a piece of metal. In the box was a piece 

of paper that said “Rebeca is adopted by the … family”, Rebeca investigated more about their past 

and when Rebeca and Nerea were 15 years old Rebeca said to Nerea, “I am adopted, I know that 

my parents are dead. After this, Rebeca told Mila. Once Rebeca had told her, she looked for the 

people who killed her real parents. 

Sometime later, she found and killed the people who had killed her parents. After this, she killed 

herself. 

 

Isabel Gallardo Plaza 1A 



Frozen Fight 

Kilian lives in Nantes but he is from Paris, now he is lame. He is medium height. he is skinny and 

athletic. His hair is red, smooth and as soft as silk and below his red eyebrows are two big blue 

almond eyes. He has a smallmouth with little with little lips and inside his mouth there are some 

beautiful teeth. He is bold, optimistic and enjoyable.  

 

It was carnival and when everyone was dressed up, Kilian Bonner and his family were skiing in a 

remote place of the French Alpes. It was cold but they were very happy. Suddenly, in front of them 

appeared a giant rock. They managed to go left or right, almost everyone was safe, but Kate, his 

aunt wasn’t because she had turned right instead of turning left like everyone else. They were 

looking for her when they saw a huge yeti eating his aunt. The monster saw them and he said “can 

we do a trick?” Kilian’s father accepted; the yeti suggested fighting with Kilian. “if the boy kills me 

you can go, if I kill him, I will eat you”, Kilian want to do it so they got ready and the battle started. 

Kilian ran through the trees, but the yeti could find him. He saw a cliff and he thought that he could 

manage to push the yeti down.  

Some hours later, Kilian had all ready to make him fall down, and the yeti had seen him. Kilian 

was afraid but he knew that he could do it. The yeti was sprinting in Kilian’s direction, it was near 

Kilian when the yeti jumped to reach Kilian. At that moment, Kilian bent down and the yeti fell 

down the cliff. It wasn’t all solved then. When the yeti fell down, he caused an avalanche. Kilian 

returned with his family, but there wasn’t time for reunions because was going down. 

 

Finally, they skied down to the foot of the mountain where, there were some helicopters who took 

them to the nearest hospital. 

Now they are still trying to convince everyone that yetis exist. 

Jaime Lorenzana Andrés 1A 



The Best Firefighter 

Michel was 25 years old, he was a firefighter. He was very tall and thin, as thin as a giraffe. He 

had dark and long hair. His eyes were blue and his skin was very pale. His nose was small, but his 

mouth and his ears were very big. He always wore t-shirt and jeans. Ha was the best at his job in 

the city.  

One day, a man had a problem with a woman in the street. He crashed his car into the woman`s 

car so woman said to the man: 

“you are silly!” 

“you`ll have to fix my car!“ she yelled  

The man furiously followed her home and found that she was very rich! Then he went back home 

to sleep. The next day, the man had his breakfast and headed to the woman`s house. The woman 

had gone to work. Then the man took a wooden stick, lit it and threw it to the woman`s house. The 

house started to burn with a kid inside. 

“help!!” the kid screamed 

At that moment Michel was walking in the street and saw the fire so he called the fire brigade. The 

fire brigade brought their trucks. They put the fire out. The woman came very fast and stared at 

her burnt house. 

“thanks” said to the fire brigade. 

The kid had a burnt arm and was sent to hospital. All the firefighters went to visit him. Finally, the 

man who had thrown the stick in the house was arrested and sent to prison. And the kid who was 

in hospital got a new arm. 

 Javier Alonso Merino 1A 



In His Eyes 

There I was. I couldn’t see because I had a strange liquid in my eyes but a few minutes later I 

started to see some things. I didn’t remember anything. Some sun rays entered through an ancient 

window at the back of the room. It was a dirty and messy place. There was a large bed that took a 

half of the room, more or less. It looked uncomfortable. There was a strange smell, like when you 

open a can of tuna. I heard an annoying squeak caused by a rusty and musty door. It was closed. 

I tried to open it. I couldn’t. While I was starting to be conscious of this tense and crazy situation, 

the door-handle began to move. I was extremely scared when an enormous man entered. I 

thought I knew him… he was the man who I’d been dreaming about before o being here! In my 

dream he is a multimillionaire but he works as a marvelous doctor. He inherited the fortune of Mr. 

Fuller, his imposing father. 

Why was i there? What did I do? What was he going to do with me?     

We were both in the room. Alone. My mind got blocked, I couldn’t stop looking at his eyes. I 

viewed my dream in them. This was incredible! Why? How? 

“We need your help” whispered in a low voice. His voice sounded more piercing than I expected. I 

didn’t understand anything. “What you see in my eyes is unique, you are special. You can see the 

future in people’s eyes. ”he started to explain to me. “this is the reason why you are here. I need to 

know my future. Well, not exactly my future, my sister’s one. Three days ago a miserable guy 

attacked her and now she is in the hospital. I also want to know who did i. I’ll give you a huge 

reward. Please, help me. Is she going to die?” he declared. “I will do it, but then, I want to go back 

to my normal life.” I stammered, still afraid. “okay, I will do it” said impatiently waiting for his sister’s 

future. He sounded very worried so I trusted him and hurriedly I prepared my mind to look at his 

eyes and she his sister. 

We were both prepared. He opened his blue eyes. A blond and gorgeous girl appeared. She was 

in a bed, it looked exactly the same as the bed I had seen in the room I was. The man that was a 

meter away from me also appeared I there. He was wearing the same dirty clothes as today. “I 

think this is today, and also that her and you are in this room. This is so strange… you are walking 

very slowly near her… YOU HAVE A KNIFE!!!” I screamed. “WHAAT?!  She is my sister, HE IS 

NOT ME!” trying to justify himself. “your steps sound as spooky as in this scene. OMG!!! You killed 

her!” I was as confused as scared. “I can’t do that! I’m not him! Please trust me! I would never kill 

her, or anyone!” gasped confusedly and frightened. “Wait, he turned and I can see his completely 

head . He has your face, but his eyes, they are not the same, they are green!” I insisted in what I 

was watching. “Wait a second! I know who he is! He is my twin brother Brush! But he is in the 

prison because HE TRIED TO KILL MY FATHER TO GET ALL THE MONEY OF THE FAMILY! 

He is a psycho! We have to save my sister! GO! GO! GO! 

5 HOURS LATER… 

“how I can pay this to you? You saved my family, whatever you want. "said in a smooth voice. He 

was extremely happy because we called the police before the murder and thanks to me we saved 

his sister. “well, I want my father to survive. He has cancer and he is very ill. You are an incredible 

doctor, can you help him? “ I explained sadly. “I will do whatever I can” he said bravely. 

 

 2 YEARS LATER 

Today I live with my father in Austin, Texas, an every weekend the Fuller family comes to visit. 

Two years before I would have ever said I'd be here, and with my biggest support, my father. 



 

 

Laura Garrido Rivas 1A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Caves Forest 

This story is about two Friends, Paul, who is 12 years old, and Mary, who is 11 years old. Beth 

lived in a Little village between the mountains and Green meadows. Near the village you could feel 

the smell of the fruits from the trees and the fresh water that came from the mountain’s snow. 

Paul and Mary went out to play or to walk every afternoon, and especially in Spring, when the 

trees were full of flowers of different colours, the landscape was beautiful, like a Paradise. One 

day the two Friends decided to enter a forest called “The Caves Forest” While they were walking 

there through a path full of trees of large size and hearing the noise of their leaves, they 

discovered a cave that they had never seen before. It had an strange shape, it was even scary. 

Mary was very curious and wanted to enter the cave, but Paul was very fearful. 

To convince him, Mary said; “Come on Paul, I’m sure that inside the cave there is an incredible 

surprise”. 

Paul answered; “Okay Mary, but we have to be cautious, this place is scaring me”. 

The two friends entered the cave, and suddenly, they started hearing strange noises, they 

sounded like animals!!! 

Indeed, when they reached the end of the cave, they saw a lot of animals from the forest that were 

trapped. Someone had trapped them. 

Paul said to Mary: “We have to help these animals” 

Mary replied; “That’s what I was thinking right now” 

Suddenly, they heard steps, someone was approaching. They were two strong men, and tall like a 

rock. They trapped the kids, they didn’t want Paul and Mary to know their secret. 

When the two men left the cave, Paul said to Mary; “I’ve seen a Stone that covers a Little tunnel. 

Let’s try to move it”. The two kids were applying a lot of force, and they made it.  

The two friends entered the tunnel and they got to the exit of the cave. Once they were out, they 

ran to the village. They told their families and friends about what had happened. 

Mary and Paul told them that two men had trapped a lot of animals of the forest, like foxes, 

squirrels, rabbits… 

Then, all the people of the village went to the cave to see the animals. The kidnappers were there, 

and the neighbours tied them in a rope. Next, they let the animals escape to the forest. 

Mary said to Paul; “We finally saved the animals, I’m SO HAPPY!!” 

Paul answered proudly:” Yes, but we have been in danger”. 

The kidnapper explained the villagers that the sold animals to get money. 

In fact, they were 2  brothers and one of them said;” Long ago, we lost our jobs, and we were 

starving to death”. After this, neighbours gave them a job in the village taking care of animals and 

they also worked in the fields growing crops, so they lived like kings. 

Finally, all people in the village learned that it is important to give people a second opportunity, 

and that we have to look after animals, since they’re very important for nature. 

 

Marco Aguado Saez 1A 



The Race 

It was a spring day. The sun was shining like a torch. Peter was looking if his car was prepared for 

the race that was going to be celebrated that afternoon. It was a little a car because Peter was a 

short person, with a giant moustache, tiny arms and an enormous right foot. When he had finish 

revising the car, he saw that a wheel had a puncture. Peter ran to the garage to tell to the 

mechanic. Later, the mechanic examined the situation…The puncture was so big that he needed a 

new car! This was a big problem. 

He went to a restaurant near the garage to have lunch. He was very worried. He thought “could be 

a Jimmy’s plan?”. When he get back home, the mechanic said to Peter that he had a new car. 

Peter smiled. It was the worst car he had ever seen but at least, it was something. He could 

compete! 

In the afternoon, in the center of Madrid, the race started with only two competitors. Peter and 

Jimmy the Rat. During all the race, Jimmy had tried to cheat. Peter saw this. 

Finally, because of this, Peter discover that Jimmy was the problem so at the end of the race, 

Peter pushed Jimmy out of the road as if he was a rat and reached the finish line before him. He 

felt very happy to be the winner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mario del Bosque Riol 1A 

 

 

 



The Fight 

 

Ralph was fighting with Jack. Ralph was furious, but he was afraid and euphoric at the same time. 

Jack was only afraid and shocked, he was losing. Ralph hit and cut Jack in the chest with his stick-

sword. Ralph remembered the first days on the island. Ha was disoriented and painful. He saw the 

island, it was like paradise, kilometres of a mysterious and enchanted jungle. On the coast there 

were parts of the bus. He hit himself and tried to think, but he couldn’t breathe and the stifling 

weather didn’t let him either. 

When he woke up again the sunset and he remembered that he had to look for the rest of the 

boys and girls. He started to walk along the coast shouting and looking for the others. He found 

isolated groups of two or three children. These groups followed him and when he went around the 

island, he had to remain alert. Ralph went into the jungle, leaving the others behind. The jungle 

was dense, very green and wild, and increasingly dark and mysterious. Although the cool of the 

night relieved him to go faster, the shadows held him back. It was then when he saw a group of 

four boys and a couple of girls. Ralph looked to their leader, who was large, tall and heavy. They 

had known each other from the school. The big boy was called Jack, he was popular and he was 

the strongest and fastest bot on the island. But now he was dirty and full of scars, it was nothing 

impressive, although he had a look of defiance. Jack looked at Ralph with pity and contempt, 

Ralph was a very smart and foxy boy. He was the tallest boy on the island, but he was thin. Then 

Ralph ran and ran to the coast where his partners were. When he arrived, he tried to be listened, 

but they didn´t trust him: Suddenly, the little sun light left was gone, so Ralph picked up a twig and 

tried to make fire but he couldn´t. Same people sat around him. After a while, he lit a torch he had 

made and those around him applauded. The Jack came, and the two boys and the couple of girls 

behind him here terrified. Something had attacked them. Jack was holding a bloody knife in one 

hand and in the other had a lighter. He made a bonfire and everybody who not around Ralph 

approached the big bonfire. Thus, two groups separated. Ralph was bossy, and hard worker but 

his projects were too demanding and there were fewer people. Jack was strong and had a lot of 

charisma, but the things he did, did not last long. One day the two groups had a conflict, which 

was resolved with a fight between the two leaders. The one who lost would be banished. 

It was Jack´s razor against the stick of Ralph´s torch. Clearly Jack won and Ralph was banished to 

the other side of the island. Ralph trained on the other side of the island. Ralph finally went back to 

the camp and fought with Jack, but this time Ralph had a stick-sword which helped him to win the 

battle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mateo Heredero Siado 1A 

 



Casion’ s Moon 

This story is about Tipchu who was a scientist. Tipchu had long hair and beauty green eyes. Every 

day, she uses to wear a t – shirt which had a family photo on it. Chocolatito (the moon) was made 

up of candy and rives of chocolate. On the moon there was usually good weather bud this was not 

an ordinary day. 

When Tipchu and Garras arrived in the moon, the weather was very bad. It started to rain and 

snow heavily. Which is something unusual there. ‘’ Don’t you think this weather is very strange! ‘’ 

“And what a horrible odor! ‘’ yelled  Tipchu.  

‘’I age! maybe we can explore the place!’’  answered Garras. 

When they were trying to shelter themselves from the storm behind a rock, Garras said “look! Run! 

It’s moving ‘’, “Come here ‘’ said., the rock. They were running for hours because the Broccoli was 

chasing then while he was releasing some anesthetic gas from his mouth. Finally, this Broccoli 

caught them “I got you ‘’ said to them. When they woke up, they were inside a soup. “Oh no! 

What’s going on there?’’ They wondered.i 

Tipchu realized how messy she was in the kitchen and remembered that she always left the spoon 

inside the casserole. So, she thought that maybe the Broccoli was like her and it was, so they 

could get out of the soup by delimbing on to the spoon that was inside. When they escaped, 

Garras took the knife and nailed it on Broccoli so they were able to get back home.” Yes, we did it 

“shouted both at the same time.” 

 

Sandra Revilla Sardón 1A 

 



The storm 

It was a foggy day on the town of Riverdale and there was no one in the streets. The haze 

wrapped the houses and the freezing weather iced up the cars. An ambient of sadness and 

creepiness filled on the streets. Suddenly, the wind became a storm. The rain hit the windows 

making the outside invisible. 

The storm lasted until the next day. In the morning, the street was totally destroyed by the rain, 

and some cars had some paint removed. Suddenly, Olivia, a brave girl went out to the street and 

with waiting eyes she started observed the scenario. She had never seen anything like this before, 

it wasn’t normal. 

In the afternoon, she decided to investigate the strange storm of the previous night. She started to 

search the park, but she didn’t find anything. She went to the abandoned factory. She checked 

every square meter of the building, and when she got to the chimneys she saw something strange. 

An iPad with a video on it. The video said: 

“Climate change is becoming more frequent in several areas of the world. Yesterday in the village 

of Riverdale, a terrible storm took place. And there will be more if pollution does not stop” 

So, it wasn’t a paranormal situation, it was because of pollution. Olivia was paralyzed. She had her 

eyes wide open. 

She stayed like that for a few minutes and then, as slowly as snail she walked back home. 

“From now on” she said “I’m going to try to convince everyone to recycle” 

And that’s what she did. 

Sara Ortega Bartolomé 1A  

 



The Secret Of The Ice King 

In the middle of the sea there was a strange island. It had a desert, snow and also a forest. There 

was a meteorite impact in the middle. But next to a snowy mountain was an underground cave 

were one of the most dangerous animal live there, the yeti. There lived Throg the yeti and Delta 

the penguin. 

One day Delta was going to the cave with some food for dinner, but when she enter the cave she 

saw a note that was left on the wall. 

The note said: 

“I'm Trog .I was in the cave yesterday and I took Throg to my den. Then I force him to tell me the 

secret of the ice king. 

ByeTrog. 

And then faster than a thunder Delta took his flying sleigh and went to Trog`s den to rescue Throg 

.But when she was finally there, the two yetis had die at Ice King´s hands. 

For a while ,she was thinking for a reason that Ice King could have to kill the two yetis but she 

didn´t work it out. 

AFTER THAT YOU COULD KNOW IT 

Sergio Barbosa González 1A 

                                                             
 
 
 
 
 
 



A Bad Journey 

We were ready to go to my grandparent’s house. It was around 20km away. My mother was 

waiting for me and for my father at the door while I was taking my mobile phone from charging, 

and my father was looking for his belt. The belt was in the wardrobe. We were already finished, so 

we went out into the blue large car. It was scorching. 

We were halfway, when suddenly, we saw a traffic jam. We were 11km away. Suddenly, we heard 

a creak. We didn’t know what that creak was. My father said “Be careful!”  We were on a large 

bridge and we continued being stuck. Suddenly, we heard more creaks, and more, and more 

and… the bridge broke and we fell into the large blue river. Unfortunately, dad died. Mum and I 

were on a piece of wood that was floating on the river. 10 minutes had passed and we were still in 

the river. We reached the rapids, and I survived, but, I saw something, in the blue water… A 

SHARK! The shark jumped and gobbled me up, and at that moment, I woke up.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alberto Bajenaru Popa 1B 

 

 

 



Pizza Planet 

Once upon a time, there was a food galaxy where lots of food people lived. In that galaxy, there 

was also a planet called Pizza Planet, where the people were pizza, the animals were pizza, and 

the plants gave pizza instead of fruits or vegetables. Specifically, on this planet lived two pizza 

Friends called Peppejohnni and Tom-mato. They had a good life, not very rich but not very poor, 

until one thing that changed their life forever happened. 

One sunny day, really sunny day, they were in the cheese-sand beach eating an  ice-cream pizza, 

when a giant tomato-sauce wave came out of the sea, but there was something more in that wave: 

pizza sharks. One of them bit Tom-mato. He was going to die. After saying his last words to 

Peppejohnni, “Johnni, cough, cough, after I die, I want you to build something, cough, cough.” he 

gave some blueprints to Peppejohnni. Later, he died. 

Peppejohnni worked very hard in Tom-mato’s project, 24 hours a day, seven days a week, losing 

his count of time. He saw that his food was disappearing very fast, but he didn’t worried about it 

because he thought that what he had eaten didn’t count. His new cheese beard smelled exactly 

like an old, moldy, burned pizza, and his hammer smashes sounded so strong that they had got 

him deaf. Also, his long days at work had made him lose the sense of touch, but he still wanted to 

fulfill his best friend’s last wish. 

When he finished it, he realized that it looked like a starship with two blaster cannons on the 

wings. But then Tom-mato appeared a ghost and told Peppejohnni that all of this was his evil plan 

for destroying the planet. Then he entered the starship got away from the planet and with the 

blaster cannons destroyed it. 

(Theme: Never build a real starship for your evil friend).  

 

Alejandro García Álvarez 1C. 



 

The Best Wizard 

I'm going to tell you a story about a wizard, whose name is Iyan. Iyan is the best wizard of Hamlet. 

It has around twenty houses made up of stone and adobe .It is beautiful, surrounded by the 

natural ecosystem ,colorful, magical and touristic place. It is positioned in the centre of a valley . 

His job is to kill bad witches. He is 30 years old. He is tall, his hair colour is brown, his hairstyle is 

short ,his skin is white and his eyes are blue. Iyan is handsome, cheerful, comical, brilliant and 

lazy. 

His best friend and his workmate is a black knight whose name is Steban. 

He is 17 years old, he is a medium height, his hair colour is dark, his hairstyle is long, he is tanned 

and his eyes are green. Steban is optimistic ,intelligent and tiny but quick. One day ,his boss told 

them to kill a witch in a forest call “Bocademiedo”. Bocademiedo is a mysterious place, nobody 

who had gone to the forest returned to Hamlet. When they were going to the forest Steban asked 

a few questions to Iyan 

”Where we are going?”asked Steban 

“To the scary forest” Iyan replied 

“But why?”Steban inquired 

“Remember, it is our job and witches are dangerous monsters, we have to kill all of them ”Iyan 

said firmly 

“Are we going to die?” Steban asked anxiously 

“No, if you trust me” 

 

Iyan hissed and a horse appeared. Iyan and Steban jumped on to the horse and they began to 

beat. When they saw the forest they saw a brunch of a tree and ,the brunch broke. 

“We have to continue walking” Steban said 

When they  entered the forest they saw a bear, a crazy, angry, furious, serious and evil bear that 

could eat them. He was distracted, he was eating something, it was releasing an aromatic smell, it 

was honey. 

“Slowly Steb” Iyan warned 

“I'm going to kill this bear” Steban continued 

“No! Our mission is to kill a witch, not to kill a bear” Iyan stated 

Fiuuuun 

He launched an arrowhead and  killed the bear. 

“I told you that our mission is to kill the witch!” Iyan groaned 

 

“But we can got some free meat  for our friends” 

Steban made a cut in the bear skin and he took its meat 

When they were in the middle  the outer part of the forest, the  sunlight could be seen between the 

trees but there were some clouds. 

Later began to be freezing, there was a windstorms 

“We are in the middle of the forest” 



Steban began to smell flowers and eat some meat. 

“I don't like it, it's inedible, but the flowers smell like a fragrant perfume” 

Steban touched the ground 

“The ground is so wet, but some parts are dry” 

“Oh, something sticky touched my foot” 

They began to sprint and arrived at the door of the witch’s house. 

They heard a squeak, it was the door that it was opened by the witch! 

“Run to the tree quickly Steban!” 

The witch didn't see him and he rushed to the tree 

“I'm going to kill you!”shouted the witch 

The door opened 

“Get out of here!”said Iyan 

She was furious, evil, crazy, tiny and repugnant. She wore a horrible, black dress and a black and 

purple hat. 

She took a magic cane and began to throw fire balls. Iyan responded with ice balls forming and 

explosion! Bang! She cast a spell in the middle of the fight making an hurricane! 

“If you don't kill me now, my hurricane is going to kill you and I’m going to take your head and sell 

it!”exclaimed the witch 

The knight sprinted quickly around the house entering through the back door. 

The wizard cast a spell to try to defend. The hurricane was near him but...fssss 

Steban's sword hit the witch, her blood gushing out. 

Splash, splash 

“God job Steb, you did the best thing. Sometimes if you do something wrong you are doing 

something fine.”  

Alfonso Gutiérrez Guillén 1B 



James is kidnapped 

Hello my name is Flash Sentry, I’m 15 years old have blue hair and blue eyes. In New York and I 

take care of my little brother. James Sentry (he is the most important person in my life). 

Flash has a girlfriend that detest James because  he gets all the attention of Flash. Flash didn’t go 

out with her because he had to take care of James. One day, the girl was going to Flash’s house 

when she realised that James was going out of the school so she went to the school to find him. 

Then she took James to her house  and locked him up. He was as scared as a baby. 

When Flash went to the school to pick James up, he realised  James wasn’t  there so he phoned 

him. James picked up and Flash heard him crying loudly so he phoned the police. When the police 

went to the girl’s house they didn’t find anything but when they looked in the cellar James was 

there. Finally the girl was arrested. 

 
Andrés Martín García 1B 

 



Lara, The Worst Friend 

Lara was the most perfect woman in her village called Villagarcía. Lara was funny, valiant, very 

hardworking, adventurous, generous, romantic... and she always smiling. But Lara´s negative part 

was that she was a little bit timid although that was not very important. 

Sara was Lara´s best friend. They used to go to the candy shop every day. This place was 

amazing, because it was like paradise. It was located in the center of Villagarcía, next to the 

castle. When they went out, Lara never shared anything with Sara, and Sara was always the 

generous one so she started to get angry: Lara wasn´t always kind to her so Sara started to be 

tired of Lara. 

One day, they went to the Lara´s house. It was very expensive, because Lara was rich. Her house 

was different from the rest, it was very big. Outside was 

freezing so they played in Lara´s house. 

They played a lot; Sara was tired and asked Lara: 

"Can you give me a glass of water, please?" 

And Lara said: 

"No, I can´t. You are the worst person in the world." 

"But, but Lara" Sara moaned. 

"Yes?" Lara replied. 

"Nothing" Sara frowned. 

"Okay, goodbye get out of my house" Lara said. 

"Bye" Sara replied: 

Sara was very angry and sad. She didn´t want to be Lara´s friend. She was as sad, as a rainy day, 

her tears were like the raindrops that fall when it rains. 

When Sara was back at home, she heard the telephone rang very loud like a ban. Her mother was 

preparing the food and the smell was delicious. She tasted a little bit of an ice-cream and it was 

very tasty. The ice-cream was cold and sticky. Sara picked up the telephone and it was Lara. On 

the phone; she apologized to Sara for what she had done to her and Sara forgave her. 

Then the next day, they met and hugged each other. Lara told her that she would change and that 

they would be friends again. 

 

 

Berta Valentín Villanueva 1C 



The catastrophic trip to India 

It was a very  chilly day  on a desert island , it was also raining and there was a dense fog . The  

trees of the island were dry .There were two islands with a fertile vegetation . In  the middle of the 

island you could see other two surrounding islands but much smaller . Instantly a huge rumble was 

heard on the island . It was a plane that had crashed into de mountains . It was a catastrophic 

scene .  

Everybody on the plane died , except two one girl called Noora and her brother called Raoul . 

They didn’t  know where they were .Raoul was shocked . “ what are we going to do now?” he 

wondered , their family thought that they were on a marvelous trip to India . One week later no one 

went to look for them but they saw that a boat was coming .They thought that  they were going to 

be rescued , but they were wrong  because it was Luke’s boat and his crew . They were the worst 

pirates in all world . 

When Luke and his crew arrived on the island  they started to fight with Raoul  . Luke took his 

sword and a threatened Raoul to kill him. Raoul had the sword in his neck but suddenly Noora 

came and distracted the pirates  Raoul stole their boat  and he and Noora finally went back home. 

 

Carla Álvarez González 1B 

 



William 

Sally was beautiful. She had curly and red hair. Her face was plenty of freckles and she was pale. 

Her hair was very long, until her shoulder. Sally wasn´t like all red haired girls: naugthy, optimistic, 

sociable... She was very sympathetic and shy, and she was sweet. I met her when I was 9 years 

old. 

One day, we were together walking around the lake dawn the adventure camp where we were 

staying. The monitors didn´t know that, but I had to say a very important thing to her: that I was 

going to move house to Cuenca. We sat dawn on two rocks in a way that our feet were under the 

water. 

Sally asked me, 

``Well, Willy, what do you have to say to me?´´ 

``Eeeh... Sally...´´ I sighed.´´ 

``Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!´´ Sally shouted. 

``Sally´´ I cried. 

Something was pulling her into the water. I tried to pull her outside, but that thing was stronger 

than me. 

``No!´´ I cried. Then Sally disappeared. 

Sally 

When I woke up, I yelled: 

``Willy´´ 

But, instead of Willy, a type mermaid appeared. 

``Dear Sally, you are not going to see William again.´´ She said. 

``Why?´´ I enquired. 

Because I´m going to kill you! Ha, ha, ha! She laughed hysterically. 

``Noooooooooooooo!´´ 

``Sally? Sally?Are you ok?´´ asked a familiar voice. 

I opened my eyes. 

``Willy? Willy!!!´´ 

I hugged him. I was happy to see him again. 

 



``Eeeeeeeh, Sally, you were asleep...´´he stopped. His cheeks were red like two tomatoes. 

``Oh, really?´´ I was having a nightmare. 

``Children!!!´´it was George, our monitor. 

``Come here, please.´´ 

 

 
 

Cecilia Valles García 1C 

 

 



Ane's best friend 

Ane ran and saw the thief, but he ran away. She thought very quickly and rushed the other way so 

she finally caught the most dangerous thief in the country. Immediately her boss came and said; 

“You are the best police officer in the country, congratulations”. 

The next day, she went to the police station at 8:00am, like every day, and all her coworkers 

congratulated her. In the middle of the morning, her boss called Ane, and he told her that she had 

a new criminal to catch. His name was Jack Smith. When she heard this name, she was shocked, 

her best friend was this boy and…she liked him. Ane´s boss said that Jack had stolen a very 

important bank. Ane was shocked because she didn´t know why he had done this. 

When Ane left work, she met Jack and told him sobbing that she had to arrest him for stealing the 

bank. He got angry with her and ran away. 

Two days later, Ane arrested Jack. Then, he asked; “Do you want to be my girlfriend?”, and kissed 

her, but, Ane didn´t want to be his girlfriend. Accidentally, she let him escape. He was running as a 

fox. 

The next week, Ane decided to arrest Jack regardless of her feelings. The owner of the bank 

congratulated her and she continue her normal life, but, without Jack. 

 

 

Elena Ares Herguedas 1C 



The Perfect Life 

    
    It was a winter night .It was windy ,and hot .It was a perfect night in                                        

Melbourne (Australia).And it was  Angela's  birthday .Angela was pretty,  beautiful and smelled like 

flowers .She was the best mother and cook in the world .She was like a machine because she 

moved very fast .On her birthday, she went to a restaurant to celebrate .She  was always wearing 

a wooly light red dress .The next  morning a shout coming from Angela filled the house . 

 

 Angela was very sad and angry at the same time , so she called the police. The police 

appeared immediately and asked Angela a lots of questions like:“ Do you have enemies ?“ “Why 

do you think they disappeared?” “Who do you think can do this to you?”  ….. 

 

 When Angela's babies disappeared  everything went wrong ,she didn't work  in her restaurant 

,she watched too much TV she thought that now she didn't have a reason to live .She felt like an 

object .But one beautiful day , the police take the kidnappers but they didn't find the babies 

.Angela felt very depressed. Her husband said that she had to fight and be strong and she               

shouldn't  GIVE UP ! .But Angela didn't listen James .James was very upset about his babies ' loss 

and also worried  about his wife so he looked for a special doctor to help Angela to be herself 

again .  

 

 Two months later ,Angela came back to her routine ,beginning to work in her restaurant 

pretending  that everything was perfect....                       

 

 One sunny day ,the police came very peacefully and gave Angela and James  the best news  of 

their lives .They had found Lily and James .Alive! 

Three months later , everything went normal ,Angela's restaurant became famous ,James started 

to work and the babies Lily and Thomas lived very  happy. 

 

 
Erica González Sánchez 1B 



Falka’s  House 

Falka was a homeless man that lived in an abandoned factory. 

He was  very stinky and not very tall. He had a problem. The police wanted Falka to leave the 

Factory. But the surrounding neighbors wanted Falka to stay. 

One weekend, all the neighbours held a vote with ballots, to give a house to Falka. All the votes 

said YES. Falka, was receiving a lot of support from the Spanish people. 

“City people, do you want a civilised Falka?”, said the president. 

“YES, we want a civilised Falka” 

Falka’s story become the breaking news of all the news bulleting and journals, he was also the 

most important protagonist of books by important writers 

After one year, the city hall, confirmed that Falka, finally got a house with 50,730 votes of the 

population 

``I´m very happy because I have a bed, a shower, food…´´ said Falka 

``Do you like your small house?´´ said the journalist 

``Yes, I really like it´´ replied Falka 

``Good luck in your new life´´ said the journalist 

``Thanks, Bye Bye´´ replied Falka with a smile 

Nowadays, Falka lives happily and also smells like a rose. 

Francisco Pérez Recio 1B 



The Last Secret 

Robin Stoon was a normal guy, tall, intelligent but he wasn’t strong. 

His enemy Tigerboy was very strong, but he was a little stupid. 

Robin and Tigerboy were brothers but they did not know because their parents separated them 

when they were only 2 months old. They lived in Chicago. 

 

Tigerboy and his brother wanted to take over Chicago. Robin Stoon realized so he and his brother 

began to devised a plan to stop them but they had a problem. Tigerboy wanted to kill Robin Stoon 

at all costs because he had had this enemy since they were children. 

Finally, Robin Stoon had an idea but he didn’t know if it would work so he decided to try. (His idea 

was that;)”my brother and I have to take our parents to the same place and tell them that we need 

their help and, after explain everything well try to do something before it’s too  late “he thought”. 

Tigerboy knew where they were going to be and he was determined to kill him but…..”we still have 

hope “Robin said to himself.”My parents could stop him”. 

 

“Tigerboy is as bad as a murderer” he thought. 

Finally,Tigerboy picked up a gun and when he was about to shoot Robin, the police arrived and 

took his gun away. Tigerboy was then arrested and taken to prison  

 

“This is what happens when you think you are superior to others” Said Robin with a smile. 
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Jack's Dream 

  

In a city called London, a child called Jack (with ten years old, intelligent, with brown eyes and 

hair) lived with his family. One day, Jack and his family went to the beach. When they were driving 

to the beach it started it started to snow, so when they arrived to the beach it was cold and the 

water was frozen. A few minutes later, something broke all the ice of the surface of the water. It 

was a giant island with a lot of buildings on it. It was surrounded by glass, so the water couldn’t 

enter and destroy everything. Jack and his family went swimming to the entrance of the city. They 

enter and … they were human fish, they were like humans but fish. When the fish saw them, they 

called the “police”, when the police arrived it brought Jack and his family to the police station and 

then to a laboratory. 

One year later, Jack and his family also became fish, because the fish were doing experiments 

with them, they did it because they didn’t want to be known by anybody, but then Jack woke up of 

his dream.  

 

Ignacio Diez Alonso 1B 

 



A Mysterious Summer 

 

This story begins in the summer of 2018, with a boy named Carlos was 33 years old. He was 

young, he had curly hair, his eyes were blue and his skin was pale. He was thin and tall and he 

had a tattoo on his arm. 

It was a day very rainy and the day smelled wet. Carlos was looking for a job with his girlfriend 

who looked like a model. After several attempts, Carlos found a job in a hotel in Huelva as a ping-

pong coach, and his girlfriend in the same place found a job of cook. The problem of Carlos was 

that he did not know how to play ping-pong so he decided to learn. He trained hard until he played 

very well. One day, Carlos and his girlfriend was sitting in the sofa and a spirit appeared in front of 

them because he had heard that Carlos played ping-pong very well and said “if you do not play 

with me, I will kill your family and your girlfriend” 

Then Carlos bravely fought with the spirit, after a few minutes, they started playing, Carlos was 

very nervous and the spirit was very serious because they were equal to 22 and it was to 24 

points, the girlfriend of Carlos all the time screamed ¡Come Carlos, you can beat him!, when 

suddenly… The spirit scored a point. At that moment, the spirit disappeared and Carlos observed 

a shadow, when her girlfriend saw it screamed loudly and a strange sound came from the shadow. 

The shadow was a mysterious man, he was small, thin and had only one-eye. Carlos and his 

girlfriend asked him what his name was and the man murmured “Cristian”, Cristian said that the 

spirit would never come back, if he and her girlfriend swallowed a sweet apple. 

The shadow disappeared and Carlos and his girlfriend quickly caught a sweet apple and 

swallowed it.  

But... Suddenly Carlos woke up from a dream, he laughed so much that he cried with laughter, he 

could not imagine that everything had been a dream. In the end he thought that he should not be 

afraid of unreal things like spirits, since they did not exist. 

He told to her girlfriend the dream that he had been, she could not believe what he was saying, for 

she this story was unbelievable and they decided to put the story in Internet so that everyone 

could see it. 

 

Laura del Campo Giménez 1B 



Lettice 

Lettice was an eight year old little girl. She lived in a little gloomy village called Bibidi, in a house in 

the middle of the forest, with her two grandparents, how were tall with white hair and very old. 

Lettice always helped her grandparents, she cooked, went to the shop, cleaned the house, etc. 

  She was a pretty and funny girl. She was small and thin, she had long curly blond hair and blue 

eyes. Her skin was white like clouds .She has positive, patient and smart. 

It was a normal day, Lettice put on her make-up, she made breakfast, she got dressed, and went 

to the village to buy food, but this day was different because when she went shopping, next to the 

shop she spotted an enormous house. This house belonged to a rich family. Lettice went shopping 

and when she was going back home, she stopped to talk to the new three girls of the rich family 

Darby, Kelly and Hana but instead of shopping the tree girls said to Lettice, 

“What are you wearing? “Hana laughed 

“Those are not clothes “added Darby 

“OH, came on girls don’t laugh at her she`s only that one dress” said Kelly 

When Lettice went back home, her grandparents were waiting for her. They talked for a long time 

and in the end they said, 

“Lettice your parents are alive” said grandmother 

“And if you want to know who they are, you have to investigate” said her grandfather sadly 

Lettice went all around the village but she didn’t find anything. The only house in the village that 

she hadn’t investigated was the enormous house of the rich family. 

Was Lettice going to enter in the house? Lettice asked all people in the village, if they knew about 

her parents, but nobody knew anything 

Then, Lettice finally decided to enter. While she was going to enter, she felt scare but happy and a 

little afraid. She went in and talked to the three girl’s rich parents. She felt more comfortable and 

after hours and hours of sweets and teas Lettice discovered that they were her parents. At the 

beginning she felt confused but she started to jump happily. After this she moved to the big 

mansion and lived with them forever. 

  Laura Rodríguez del Río 1C 



Juanolo in the Future 

 

I am going to tell you about one man whose name was Juanolo. He was tall with blue eyes and 

blond hair. He was clever, clam, honest and brave. He loved to investigate rare things that 

happened in his city. 

One day, at night one meteorite fell on the forest behind his house. The meteorite was blue with 

metal things, it was very big and so heavy. Suddenly, inside of the meteorite appeared a woman 

with strange clothes. She was called Clarid. Clarid told Juanolo that he had to go with her. Clarid 

told to Juanolo: “it going to happened a war in mi planet and you have to go with me” said Clarid. 

The planet was called TIPOX. Juanolo thought for 30 minutes and finally accepted. Juanolo and 

Clarid together got on the meteorite and they began their journey. When they arrived to TIPOX the 

war had started. Clarid saw her father and her sister in the house. Clarid started to run towards the 

house to say to her family that she had found “the selected one”. Juanolo smiled and Clarid’s 

sister looked at him. The man was very nervous but he trusted in Clarid. They went into the 

spaceship. 

Meanwhile, in the Earth Juanolo’s friends were looking for him. They called the police because 

they were really scared, but when they saw the hole in the grass with metal things they knew that 

he had disappeared. 

Clarid´s father told to the king of TIPOX that “the selected” was there and the king stopped the 

war. The king told Juanolo that he had empty the hole of water that it was in the land. They took 

Juanolo to the place where the hole was. The hole was full of water so Juanolo drank all the water 

and smiled. The king was very surprised and all the people in the village started to clap. Clarid 

took Juanolo to her spaceship that was like a Ferrari. What is going to happen? 
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Friends Again 

Lily was 15 years old. She was skinny and short. Lily had red long wavy hair. Her face was round 

with full lips, pointed nose and green almond eyes. Her skin was tanned. Lily was beautiful and 

athletic. She was very friendly and intelligent, but she was not the most popular girl in the high 

school. 

Lily´s best friend was called Alexander. He was tall and very friendly. His hair was brown and 

short, and he played football. They used to play always together, but one day that changed. 

Lily was playing with Adrian, her brother, when she looked out the window and saw Alexander 

talking with Claire, the most popular girl in the high school. She was furious!  Her best friend was 

talking with the girl who Lily hated! She left home to fight with Alexander, who was on the tree 

house. Lily climbed the tree and entered the tree house. 

Two minutes later, Lily fell down, and she was knocked unconscious by the impact. Adrian, who 

had seen all behind the window, called their parents while Alexander was calling the hospital. 

Lily didn´t wake up the next day, and the doctors were worried. Lily could be dead and they didn´t 

know it! But Alexander thought she would be ok. 

One week later, Lily woke up. She looked at her sides and saw Alexander. “Where am I?” she 

wondered. “You are at the hospital” answered Alexander. “And how long have I been here?” asked 

Lily. “More than one week” he replied “I´m so sorry. Claire just wanted us to be friends” he 

commented sadly. Lily just gave him a hug and they become best friends again. 

Four days later, Lily was going home when she received a visit from Claire. She told Lily she was 

sorry and she wanted to be their friend, but Lily minus understood the situation. Lily agreed to be 

her friend, and now, they are always together, they´re like a family. 
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The Mysterious Abandoned Hotel 

Marta and Hector lived in a huge house near a mysterious abandoned hotel .All the times they 

wanted to buy bread they had to pass by the mysterious abandoned hotel. Marta was pretty and 

coward, whereas Hector was ugly and valiant but both were scared of the mysterious abandoned 

hotel. 

One day, they needed to buy bread, but they had to pass by the mysterious abandoned hotel!  

When they entered the mysterious abandoned hotel they couldn’t see anything and it smelled 

repugnant but at least there weren´t vampires.  

Marta said to Hector: “I am so scared”, “Well, so we have to run faster so we will pass it as fast as 

possible “. Hector answered. 

Hector ran away as fast as he could. Marta was so scared that she ran like a turtle and something 

caught her. She managed to escape and nudged who had grabbed her. Finally both run outside. 

When she was outside she couldn’t find her ugly and valiant brother Hector. She shouted: “Hector, 

Hector, Hector” but no one answered. So Marta thought that Hector was dead and feeling 

depressed she walked to the bakery to buy bread. 

When she arrived to the bakery, he found Hector who had forgotten about her and had gone to 

buy bread. The two of them gave each other a big hug. After the big hug Marta told Hector:”today 

we learnt an important thing, everything has an explanation.  

 

Marta Velasco Dehesa 1C 

 



Urla's Adventures 

Many years ago a witch called Urla was going to be burnt in a bonfire. 

She was immortal but her boyfriend Cristobal didn´t know. 

Urla, was a witch from Africa she had black and curly hair, she was pretty and medium-height, 

unlike Cristobal who was European, tall and with blond and short hair. Cristobal had blue eyes. He 

was very attractive. 

Urla was as brave as a lion and also very clever like a monkey, she used to do lots of crazy things, 

but she was lucky her plans went well, she and Cristobal were very similar in that aspect. 

Cristobal didn´t know that Urla was immortal he said that if Urla died, he would die with her but 

Urla didn´t want Cristobal to die because she wasn´t going to die. 

Suddenly, the fire started to burn the witch…. 

“Bang!”… At that moment Cristobal shot himself. 

He survived the shooting, but Urla many years later, in 2018 still thought he was dead. 

After a time living in 2018 and making new friends, she tried to return to her time with Cristobal. 

After several attempts and a lot of effort she managed to find Cristobal in the past. 

- “Oh, here you we!” – Said Urla. 

- “Urla! You came to rescue me of this ago!” exclaimed Cristobal. 

-“I love you” – Said both at the same time. 

Both returned together in a magic gate and start a new life. 
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The Mystery of the Orient Express 

The wind was blowing very hard and it´s very cold across the train track, the Orient Express 

crossed the country at a very high speed. The passengers were eating when the train stopped, the 

passengers were confused. “Why did the train stop?”  They wondered. 

The driver couldn’t see anything. After some minutes, he saw something strange, with the shape 

of a train, something terrible, something strange, a strange character, a person that he has never 

seen before. That person was sitting in the middle of the train tracks. The driver pulled the 

whistle`s handle, but character didn`t move. The passengers were scared of what was happening. 

After a few minutes, the creature stood up and started to walk to the locomotive, and rushed 

climbed onto the train. The driver and the coal man jumped into the snow and started to run to the 

last wagon of the train. The person who is there ( guardafrenos ), called the police when he saw 

the situation. The police come fast, and started to look for the monster. The police found him, it 

was Gollum, and it was in the ceiling of the locomotive`s cabin. One of the policemen pushed 

Gollum to the snow and the train start to move. A few moments later, Gollum started to move the 

train, the was trapped in the last wagon and started to run to the locomotive. When he was on the 

top of it, the coal man started to fight with his shovel, and finally threw Gollum to the floor. Nobody 

knows anything about Gollum. When the train stopped at Bristol Central Station, Gollum was 

inside a passenger`s bag, when the train left the station, Gollum go out of the bag and the 

passengers started to shout. A person in the previous wagon that belonged to the Bristol Police 

Center ( BPC ) put his gun into Gollum`s head, then the train stopped ans the police entered to the 

wagon, Gollum can`t move as a rock. 

One Gollum was arrested, the policeman interview Gollum: 

-“Why did you attack the train?” He said 

-“Because I don`t have friends and I want to one...” He sobbed 

The policeman said: 

-“I`m going to give you a friend...” 

-“Who?” Said Gollum 

-“...MEEEEEEEE!!!...” 

-“Ohhhh, thanks a bunch!!” Shout Gollum. 

After that, Gollum started to be a good person, and started to have a lot of friends. One day, 

Gollum said in front of the train station: 

-“I know that I scared you, but now, I`m a good person, thanks to all of my friends for belive in 

me!!” 

And Gollum was a happy person forever.  
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The School Monster 

Pablo, Fran and Iago were at 9 o´clock in the school because they had to do a Geography and 

History assignment. It was a dark and cold night. 

They were going out when Iago said ‘’Look, there is a very ugly and big monster’’. They could see 

a monster in the Head teacher's room. It was green, with two very big eyes he was angry. 

He started to chase them. Iago was very scared and he hid in the changing rooms of the gym. The 

monster there. He could smell the human and Iago could hear the monster’s breathing… suddenly 

the monster attacked Iago and started to eat him, so the monster could taste his delicious body. 

Meanly, Pablo and Fran were hidden in the British class. Pablo didn’t have time to hide so when 

the monster walked into the class he could see him. Pablo could feel a cold hand on his back. The 

monster was going to attack him when Fran caught a chair and hit the monster that was as big as 

a huge tree. 

After that, at twelve o’clock Fran called the police, that took 10 minutes to get there. Finally 

fortunately, Iago could survive thanks to the doctors that made everything possible to save him. 
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Problems in the City 

Mr. Juan, was one of the most important investigators in Europe. Secretly he was a superhero. 

When he was a child he had always dreamt about helping people. Juan had an enemy called “The 

false Juan”, this wasn´t his real name but the people called him like this because he didn´t want to 

say his real name. 

 

In this city there where a lot of problems every day, and Juan was the one who tried to solve them. 

One day, the worst thing happened. It was a sunny day, much hotter than in the desert. Juan was 

extremely alert because anyone could be robbing anywhere since there was nobody in the streets. 

He was in his office. When he heard an alarm. He looked at his computers and he saw there was 

a man robbing the most imprtant jewlery of the city. He put his cap on and took his telephone to 

call every special police patrol. There were 2 helicopters, 17 cars and as Juan was flying, he 

started to think about who the thief could be and what he had stolen. The first suspect was the 

false Juan and he stole ... 

 

“Aha!!!” said Juan when he realised what he had stolen  

“The magic stone...” Juan shouted angrily. “We must run, it´s very important” He thought. The 

magic stone was a beautiful and tiny rock that can do anything you want. When they arrived at the 

jewellery they saw the enemy running along the streets. But only Juan could catch him because 

he had seen everything from the air. “If we caught him, he would go to jail for 1 year” he repeated 

to himself. 

So they caught him and... he went to jail  

When he went out of jail, he changed his behaviour. Now he is Juan´s best friend. 
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The Bad Girl 

One day, a girl named Lara arrived at a new high school. Lara was 15 years old, she was slim and 

tall; her hair was brown, long and curly; her face was thin and a little bit round, with full lips, a little 

nose and green eyes. Her skin was pale and smooth. She was a pretty girl. Her way of looking 

was as cold as snow. 

Everything was going well but in autumn, Lara and her schoolmates Irene, Julia and Paula were in 

the park having their meals and Lara noticed a sweet smell. It came from Julia´s food, she had a 

pancake. Lara took a piece of Julia´s pancake, so she got really angry. The next day, at the high 

school, when Lara was going to take her only pencil she couldn´t find it. She looked everywhere, 

but it didn´t appear. Finally, she thought that it has disappeared. She didn´t give it so much 

importance, but she didn´t knew that this was only the beginning. A few days later, her math book 

disappeared too. Nobody knew that Julia was behind these thefts. Then, her blue marker 

disappeared, and then her sharpener, her rubber, her ruler and her permanent marker. Lara 

started to get tired of this, although she knew they were unimportant things, but she wanted to 

stopped immediately. 

Lara had a beautiful nail polish on her desks. One day, her best friend Irene was walking near their 

classroom she heard a sound of something breaking, she didn´t give great importance, but later, 

when she entered the classroom she found Paula cleaning the nail polish that was on the floor and 

they had a long conversation: 

“What are you doing?” asked Irene  

“I found it like this and I started cleaning it, then, you arrived” answered Paula. 

“It was Lara´s favourite nail polish” said Irene angrily. 

“But I didn´t do anything” said Paula I´m not such a bad person”. 

“I caught you, it´s easier for you to admit it” insisted Irene. 

“But I say I didn´t steal anything” cried Paula. 

At that time, Lara entered that classroom and saw Irene so angry, Paula crying and her nail polish 

broken on the floor. She started shouting: 

“What has happened?” she asked. 

“Paula can tell you” said Irene with disdain. 

“I said that I didn´t do anything!” gelled Paula. 

That conversation continued until classed started. When Lara and Irene arrived at her homes, they 

decided to tell their parents that Paula was stealing Lara´s things. The next day, they told the head 

teacher everything about it. 

The next day, the head teacher decided to expel Paula. Julia was informed that Paula would be 

expelled and confessed that she had been the one who stole things. She said she didn’t want 

Paula to be expelled for doing something that she hadn´t done. Finally, Irene and Lara apologised 

to Paula and they become friends. 
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